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Abstract- This study intends to examines what makes Successful Family Business unique with a frame work Hofstede's 
cultural dimension`s theory.  Hofstede developed his original model, the original theory proposed four dimensions along 
which cultural values could be analyzed: individualism-collectivism; uncertainty avoidance; power distance (strength of social 
hierarchy) and masculinity-femininity (task orientation versus person-orientation). Independent research in Hong Kong led 
Hofstede to add a fifth dimension, long-term orientation, to cover aspects of values not discussed in the original paradigm. In 
2010, Hofstede added a sixth dimension, indulgence versus self-restraint.  The theory has been widely used in several fields 
as a paradigm for research, particularly in cross-cultural psychology, and this paper is a critical analysis of influence of cultural 
dimension on the success of family business as a contribution for the existing literature. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Cultural Foundations (Hofstede, 2010) theatres a 
vibrant role on Family business and is a growing area 
of   interest today among research theories investors 
policymakers, and many others with good cause. 
Recent research has demonstrated that family firms 
are top performs and had brought turbulence and has 
created increasing awareness globally.  The unique 
functioning of family business has added value with 
outfit performance to sustain hyper-competition in 
terms of flexibility, speed, efficiency, quality of 
product and service, brand, good will, employment 
creation, customer relationship and employee care.  
Family business to be sure, confront substantial 
challenges but they also often possess unique 
advantages  born  out of  unique and dynamic  family 
business interaction (poza,2010).   A detailed review 
of definition employed in studies reveals that there is 
no clear demarcation between and non-family 
business and that no single definition can capture the 
distinction between the two types of entities. 
 
Family business has been defined as a business that is 
owned and managed (i.e. controlled) by one or more 
family members (Handlers, 1989., Hollander and 
Elman, 1988).  A more detailed definition is provided 
by Davis and Tagiuri (1982), “Organization where 
two or more extended family members    influence the 
direction of the business through the exercise 0f 
kinship ties, management roles, or ownership rights”.   
Gallo (1944) has asserted that family are essentially 
the same in every country in the world relative to their 
problems, issues and interests. 
Family business is the oldest and most common model 
of economic organization though prevalence and 
importance is often underestimated. The vast majority 
of businesses throughout the world from corner shops 

to multinational publicly listed organizations with 
hundreds of thousands of employees can be considered 
family businesses.  The 21st-century global economic 
model replaces the old industrial model, government 
policy makers, economists, and academics turn to 
entrepreneurial and family enterprises as a prime 
source of wealth creation and employment.  
Family-owned firms dominate most of the world’s 
economies, and are a major source of 
entrepreneurship, but are under-researched, especially 
in a cross-cultural way. Entrepreneurship is a major 
driver of developing economies although a developing 
economy’s culture may be an inhibitor (Todorovic and 
McNaughton, 2007). 
The family run organization is unequaled in the 
transfer of culture between generations (Gersick et al 
1997). In a family firm, the family’s values become the 
company’s cultural values. An inimitable culture can 
be a resource which leads to sustained competitive 
advantage (Barney 1986). If cultural values that are 
valuable to success are embedded in a family 
organization then this may lead to a competitive 
advantage.  But it is not always easy to study (Morck & 
Yeung, 2003). 
Although observable cultural attributes of family firms 
have been described and compared with non-family 
firm culture, only a small amount of quantifiable 
cultural comparisons has been presented. Hall, Melin, 
and Nordqvist (2001) conclude that similarities and 
differences in cultural characteristics between family 
firms in different countries should be researched using 
cross-cultural comparative studies of family 
businesses.  Tsui, Nifadkar, and Ou (2007) urge a 
polycontextual approach that recognizes 
within-nation cultural variations including the effects 
of professional culture variations. Professional culture 
may override the influence of national culture 
(Parboteeah et al., 2005).  
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The Figure (s) 1 and 2 explains the Family Business 
Model and the influence of culture and values on the 
success of the business:  

 
Fig:1 

 
 

Fig:2

 
The empirically and quantifiably showing evidence of 
value and belief cultural attributes of family-owned 
firms  with the help of which differentiate them from 
non-family businesses (Hofstede, 2010). The cultural 
dimensions are explained in Fig:3. 

Fig: 3. 

 
Hofstede’s five dimensions of culture include:  
Small vs. large power distance (PD) – This refers to 
how a society handles inequalities and the extent to 

which the less powerful members of organizations and 
institutions (like family) accept and expect that 
pow*-er is distributed unequally. 
 
Individualism vs. collectivism (IDV) – Behavior 
towards community. The degree to which individuals 
are integrated into groups or are expected to look after 
themselves and self-actualize. 
 
Masculinity vs. femininity (MAS) – Behavior and 
roles distributed according to gender. (This dimension 
is often renamed by users of Hofstede’s work to 
Quantity of Life vs. Quality of Life because one of the 
notable findings in the IBM studies revealed that in 
‘masculine’ cultures, people (whether male or female) 
value competitiveness, assertiveness, ambition, and 
the accumulation of wealth and material possessions 
whereas in ‘feminine’ cultures, people (again whether 
male or female) value relationships and quality of life.  
Weak vs. strong uncertainty avoidance (UA) – This 
refers to the level of need for structure. Cultures with 
low uncertainty avoidance tend to accept risk and 
change and prefer implicit or flexible rules and 
guidelines. 
 
Long vs. short term orientation (LTO) – How much 
society values long-standing, as opposed to short term, 
traditions and values. Cultures with high long-term 
orientation place strong importance on family, 
discipline and social obligations. (Note: This fifth 
dimension was added in a study that took place in 23 
countries around the world, using a questionnaire 
designed by Chinese employees and managers.) 
This study empirically tries to review critically 
whether family-firm culture has an effect on goal-sets 
(Sharma, Chrisman & Chua 1997), strategy (Davis 
1984; Dyer 1994; Sharma, Chrisman & Chua 1997; 
Hall, Melin & Nordqvist, 2001), and performance 
(Dyer 1986; Ram & Holliday 1993; Whyte 1996).  
Geert Hofstede shed light on these differences, how 
successful these families are, and understanding of 
their cultural values. The following characteristics can 
be related with the cultural dimensions that lead them 
successful in their business ((Hofstede, 2010). 
 
The characteristics of successful family business:  
Family firms with healthy business practices and 
family relationships easily outperform the 
competition. Family members in well-functioning 
family firms report that nothing comes close to the 
depth and joy of family contact. Moreover, these are 
the firms that enjoy multiple generations of family 
succession, as well as prosperous longevity of the 
business.  
Here are nine common characteristics of thriving 
family businesses:  
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1. Family members are able to communicate 
effectively with each other, expressing and 
acknowledging each other’s feelings, wants 
and ideas openly and clearly with an attitude of 
acceptance of differences. And there are no 
secrets.  

2. The family simultaneously encourages and 
supports individuality in its members, both as it 
pertains to their strengths and weaknesses and 
especially as it affects the family business.  

3. Conflicts and disagreements within the family 
are managed with respect and openness. The 
family is fundamentally focused on achieving 
“win-win” solutions.  

4. Leadership is present and clearly defined. 
Leadership demonstrates competence, vision, 
respect and superb communication to all its 
employees, vendors and customers.  

5. Management, business and operational 
structures, processes and systems are efficient, 
effective, well documented and regularly 
scrutinized for improvement, as well as 
necessity.  

6. The family business has an active board of 
directors or advisors comprised of at least two 
non-family members.  

7. The family is consistently able to identify when 
to use criteria that place the family’s needs first 
and when to use criteria that place the needs of 
the business first.  

8. Family members who join the firm must meet 
the same job qualifications, performance 
evaluations and compensation standards as 
non-family members.  

9. The family business has a “Family Council” 
that meets at least annually and includes all 
family members, including spouses and 
children over the age of 16. The Council’s 
purpose is to build family and business 
communications and planning. It further 
assists and prepares family members for 
possibly joining the business in the future.  

Identifying and developing the core competencies and 
attributes that predict family and business success and 
health are imperative. The family businesses that are 
the healthiest will survive for generations. Families 
that can separate family issues from business issues, 
while professionally managing their organizations, 
will thrive. 
 
Metrics of Family Business Culture (Literature 
Review) 
The literature identifies a wide range of culture-based 
behaviors which may be different for family firms and 
which may provide some competitive advantage to the 
family firm. But before culture’s impact on the 
strategy and performance of family firms can be 

examined, there must be some way of establishing 
cultural benchmark measures for both family and 
non-family firms. Another body of literature, which of 
cultural constructs, has developed measures of culture.  
These measures have mainly been used to compare 
culture at the level of the nation, but some can be used 
at the organizational level to compare family and 
non-family firms. 
Geert Hofstede (1980 1991, & 2001) has shown that 
his instrument items for Power Distance and 
Masculinity-Femininity are suitable to measure the 
cultures of occupational groups and not just entire 
nations. Hofstede states that social classes, which are 
closely linked with occupation, carry different class 
cultures (Hofstede 1991). His findings showed that 
Power Distance measurements varied significantly by 
occupation, both across national cultures and within 
national cultures. Hofstede defined Power Distance as 
the “extent to which the less powerful members of 
institutions and organizations within a society expect 
and accept that power is distributed unequally” 
(Hofstede, 2001) and is related to the degree of 
autocratic leadership that is preferred. 
Masculinity/Femininity scores  should be lower in 
cultures that have more tender values with a greater 
concern with quality of life and other welfare issues 
(Hofstede, 2001). 
 
Leung, Bond et al. (2002) have empirically shown that 
beliefs correlate more closely to managerial behavior 
than do surveyed values or attitudes. Their five 
measurements of social axioms are designed for the 
personal level rather than the national level (Bond, 
2004) and can be used to differentiate both national 
culture and sub-national groupings. Social Cynicism 
is the belief that manipulation is effective in getting 
ahead of others (Leung and Bond 2004). Social 
Flexibility measures the contradictory nature of social 
behavior, a belief in the lack of rigid rules, and the 
existence of multiple solutions to a problem (Leung 
and Bond 2004). Reward for Application is the degree 
of belief that trying hard and being persistent will 
pay-off (Leung and Bond 2004). Spirituality is the 
degree of belief in the supernatural or religious factors 
of existence (Leung and Bond 2004). Fate Control is 
the degree of belief in whether events can be 
controlled (Leung and Bond 2004). 
American family businesses and their owner 
managers. Several widely held beliefs about African 
American family businesses were not supported.  
Wong (1993) has examined the three aspects of 
Chinese economic feminism nepotism, paternal and 
family ownership. Alexandra Dawson (2012) The 
main focuses on the construct of human capital in 
family businesses.  
In this study, we view family businesses as a subgroup 
with hypothesized cultural attributes distinct from 
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non-family businesses. In this way, we see family 
business owner-managers as a kind of occupational 
grouping. We then use both Hofstede’s and Bond’s 
measures to look for significant differences between 
family and nonfamily firms that may make family 
firms distinctive. Identifying such distinctive cultural 
attributes could be the first step in understanding the 
hypothesized culture-based advantages of family 
firms. This is shown in Fig.4:  

 

 
 
Family firms lead more directly to self-sufficient 
people in healthy communities. Few will disagree that 
private enterprise is the bricks and mortar of any 
economy. The individual characteristics of 
entrepreneurs, their ethnic backgrounds, family 
culture and community involvement are the 
substratum on which the majority of businesses are 
built and managed. Depending on how successful 
transitions are in family-held firms from one 
generation to the next, these unique styles and values 
may not be transmitted throughout local and regional 
communities. 
The Business of Culture: How Culture Affects 
Management Around the World: 
 
Geert Hofstede carried out one of the most 
comprehensive studies on how values in the workplace 
are influenced by culture. Hofstede is a renowned 
Dutch organizational sociologist who conducted 
detailed interviews with thousands of IBM employees 
in 53 countries from 1978-83 and has continued to 
develop his research since. 
 
The 21 biggest family-owned businesses in the world 
 

 

Alice, rob, and jim walton, children of walmart founder sam 
walton.ap photo/april l. Brown 

 

21. Sun Pharmaceutical 
 

 
 

Dilip shanghvi, founder of sun pharmaceutical.reuters/danish 
siddiqui 

Industry: health care 
Country: india 

Market cap: $36 billion 
Family: shanghvi 

 

20. CK Hutchison Holdings 
 

 
 

CK Hutchison founder and chairman, Li 
Ka-shing.REUTERS/Bobby Yip 

Industry: Financials 
Country: Hong Kong 

Market Cap: $36 billion 
Family: Li 

 
19. Carnival Corporation 
 

 
Wikimedia Commons 

Industry: Consumer Discretionary 
Country: United States 
Market Cap: $37 billion 

Family: Arison 
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18. Phillips 66 

 
M01229/flickr 

Industry: energy 
Country: united states 
Market cap: $43 billion 

Family: phillips 
 

17. Reliance industries 
 

 
Mukesh ambani, chairman of reliance industries 

Industry: energy 
Country: india 

Market cap: $45 billion 
Family: ambani. 

 

 
Chairman of Richemont, Johann Rupert poses with his wife 

Gaynor and daughter Hanneli.Ian Walton/Getty Images 
Industry: Consumer Discretionary 

Country: Switzerland 
Market Cap: $46 billion 

Family: Rupert 
 

15. Foxconn 
 

 
REUTERS/Stringer 

Industry: Information Technology 
Country: Taiwan 

Market Cap: $49 billion 
Family: Gou 

14. Sun Hung Kai Properties 
  

 
 

From left to right: Raymond, Walter, and Thomas 
Kwok.REUTERS/Bobby Yip 

Industry: Financials 
Country: Hong Kong 

Market Cap: $49 billion 
Family: Kwok 

 
13. McKesson 
 

 
Justin Sullivan/Getty Images 

Industry: Health Care 
Country: United States 
Market Cap: $55 billion 

Family: McKesson 
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12. SoftBank 

 
Masayoshi Son, founder and CEO of SoftBank.AP 

Industry: Telecommunication Services 
Country: Japan 

Market Cap: $72 billion 
Family: Son 

 
11. Tata Consultancy Services 
 

 
REUTERS/Vivek Prakash 

Industry: Information Technology 
Country: India 

Market Cap: $80 billion 
Family: Tata 

10. Nike 
 

 
Nike co-founder Phil Knight with his son Travis.Alberto E. 

Rodriguez/Getty Images 
Industry: Consumer Discretionary 

Country: United States 
Market Cap: $88.2 billion 

Family: Knight 
 
 

9. Kinder Morgan 
 

 
Richard and Nancy Kinder.AP Images 

Industry: Energy 
Country: United States 
Market Cap: $90 billion 

Family: Kinder. 
8. Volkswagen 
 

 
REUTERS/Aly Song 

Industry: Consumer Discretionary 
Country: Germany 

Market Cap: $120 billion 
Family: Piëch-Porsche 

 
 

7. Samsung Electronics 
 

 
Industry: Information Technology 

Country: South Korea 
Market Cap: $174 billion 

Family: Lee 
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6. Oracle 
 

 
Oracle founder Larry Ellison with his children, Megan and 

David.Alex J. Berliner/ABImages 
Industry: Information Technology 

Country: United States 
Market Cap: $192 billion 

Family: Ellison 
 
5. Anheuser-Busch InBev 
 

 
REUTERS/Francois Lenoir 
Industry: Consumer Staples 

Country: Belgium 
Market Cap: $197 billion 

Family: Lemann, Sicupira, Telles 
 
4. Facebook 
 

 
Randi and Mark Zuckerberg with Katy Perry.Facebook 

Industry: Information Technology 
Country: United States 

Market Cap: $225 billion 
Family: Zuckerberg 

 

3. Walmart 
 

 
Alice, Rob, and Jim Walton, children of Walmart founder Sam 

Walton.AP Photo/April L. Brown 
Industry: Consumer Staples 

Country: United States 
Market Cap: $241 billion 

Family: Walton 
2. Roche 
 

 
REUTERS/Michael Buholzer 

Industry: Health Care 
Country: Switzerland 

Market Cap: $254 billion 
Family: Hoffmann-Oeri 

 
1. Novartis 
 

 
REUTERS/Arnd Wiegmann 

Industry: Health Care 
Country: Switzerland 

Market Cap: $279 billion 
Family: Sandoz 
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CONCLUSION  
 
This study  provides details of the cultural values and 
beliefs on Family-businesses may be seen as both a 
class and an occupational category and the 
fundamental value and belief cultural traits of 
family-firms can be quantitatively measured and 
compared. These cultural measurements illustrate the 
distinctiveness of family-firms and can inform our 
understanding of the uniqueness of family-firms in 
areas such as goal-setting, strategy, and competitive 
advantage.   
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